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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The determination of base pressure under highly transient conditions 
is a rather complex problem, du,e to the lack of any adequate theory for 
predicting this pressure for axi-symmetric bodies even at steady 
condition (1, 2, .and 3). A useful approach to this problem has 
been made first by Korst .(.4) in 1954 for two.-dimensional bodies under 
steady state assumptions .. Further a conical wa.ke analysis was attempted 
to extend two-dimensional theory to axially symmetric cases under steady 
flow conditions by Zumwalt (2). 
No method is available to predict base pressure with mass transfer 
in the base region for an a.xi-symmetric body, such as occurs when a 
blast wave passes a flying vehicle. It is the purpose of this paper to 
compare the recent analysis develope,d by Zumwalt and his associates 
with experiments performed by Sandia Corporat;i.on personnel. 
Within the scope of this paper mass addition at the base will be 
used to simulate the actual blast wave trani:;i,ent effect on a.xi-symmetric 
base pressure and quasi .. steadystate will be assu,med for the actual highly 
transient problem. 
A brief review of the theoretical background will now be given in 
.Chapters II and III .. The test program will be described in Chapter IV 
and a comparison made in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL BACKGRO~D 
A. Two Dimenstional Constant Pressure Turbulent Jet Mixing 
The following assumptions have been made in Korst's theory of 
turbulent jet mixing (4): 
1 1 two-dimensional backstep 
2, tubulent flow in t:he mixing region 
3. constant pressure isoenergetic jet mixing 
4. the boundary layer is very thin compared to the jet mixing length. 
Charac~eristic features of the flow model are: 
1. Prandtl~Meyer expansion at separation corner 
2. Recompression pressure is defined by an oblique shock in the 
free stream. 
3. Boundary layer at separation is turbulent, fully developed and the 
base pressure is dependent of Reynolds number of free stream. 
The flow model used is shown in Figure 1. 
Of particular interest are the streamline, j, which is separated 
from the corner of the base, and the streamline, d, along which the 
particles just have enough kinetic energy to reach the recompression 
region, Particles below the lined will recirculate inside the dead 
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Figure l. Model for the Constant Pressure Jet Mixing Analysis 
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4 
ai,r region. -Streamlines j . and d are identical if there is no mass fed 
into wake~ i,.e,-steady state condition .. In case of mass bleed-in, the 
streamline j will have higher velocity than streamlined and vice versa 
tor mass bleed-out ... From no-bleed, base pressure can be calculated 
wi,thout usi.ng any empirical information . 
. In, dE?riving the theory,, Ko,rst applied t;:.he equation of motion 
·along an intrinsic system of coordinates which was located in space by 
its gisplacetPent from a corresponding_ :Lnviscid jet boundary. With this 
tran~formation, an asymptotically approached velocity profile was 
fotJ.nd as 
u 
-. = Hl + erfY\) (Elq. 1) 
_This is the velopi,ty profile in a two-dimensional, constant pressure, 
fully developed, turbulent, isoenergetic, jet mixing region. Here, 
u denotes the x-component -of velocity in the mb;:ing region, u2 denotes 
. the x-component fo free- 1;1tream velocity adjacent to the mixing region, 
anp. 'l is a position parameter for the direction normal to the flow, 
ri_~ r;;y/x, x,y are intrinsic coordinates with y ~ 0 at u = \u2 , and 
x-= Oat the separation corner, y is displaced from the inviscid jet 
bound~ry coordinate Y. G" is the jet spreading parameter, .depending.on 
tp.e free stream :Mach Number, M2 , or on c2 = u2 /u2 , and 
- 2 j~ -f max 
erf 1 = frr e d~ 
0 
This asymptotic• solution can be used to calculate the kinetic 
energy level among the streamlines in the mixing region; 
5 
~. Conical Wake Analysis 
Referring to Figure 2 of flow model, because of complicated 
interference waves due to the three dimensionality of the flow, a 
coalescing trailing shock would vary in strength with the distance 
f;rorn the test body, Close to the test body surface it is approximately 
two dimensional in charater, but it becomes nearly conical at ·suffi-
ciently large distance. Owing to the complexity of theoretical approach, 
an approximate method has been developed by Zumwalt (2), 
Boundaries 
of Jet Mixing · 
Region 
~-z 
Figure 2, Flow Model for Use in the Analysis of a Free Jet Boundary with 
Rising Pressure 
Zumwalt, basing on Korst's two dimensional mixing theory, attempted 
to solve t;he axi-symmetric base pressure problems with two separate 
6 
treatments, one for internal expanding jets and the other for external 
jet boundaries .. The former one will not be introduced here as it is 
not applicable to this paper . 
. ll'or external flow past ax:kosymmetric bodies with suddenly reduced 
diameter the following conclusions have been reached: 
1. The use of two-dimensional expansion at the separation corner is 
acceptable unless boundary thickness.is appreciable . 
. 2. .. The assumption of const;mt pressure mi'xing becomes invalid, as 
mpy.be seen from results obtained by using this assumption.in Figure 3. 
lnstead, a new q1ssumption of potential flow past a cone is iitilized 
for defining the pressure field in the mixing region. -This can be 
substantiated with .Schlieren pictures and measurement of E .. S. Love (5). 
3, . The cone, as utilized in 2 above,. also serves as the corresponding 
inviscid jet boundary, .. Since a pressure gradient exists along the 
streamlines, further modification of the flow can be expected, 
4, ';rhe using of the error function velocity profile has been proved 
to be advantageous. 
5. Radius effects on the jet coordinate location are appreciable and 
were determined by analytical means. 
6, The oblique shock recompression was used in calculations. · Satis-
factory agreements with experimental data on test bodies with cylindri-
cal extensions are found and remarkable improvements over the previous 
attei:npts of applying two-dimensional theory directly are shown (see 
Figure 2), 
To analyze the jet mixing region with pressure rise, in addition 
to defining the coordinate systems in the same way as Korst,.Zumwalt 
added two more assumptions. 
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1 .. Ihe pressure gradient normal to the "corresponding inviscid jet 
boundary" ii, zero in the vicinity of and within the mixing n,gion, 
while the pressure change along the region is the same as that along 
a conical surface coinciding with the ''corresponding inviscid jet 
boundary." 
2, The velocity of the jet adjacent to the region is that which 
would prevail along the conical corresponding inviscid jet boundary. 
He applied momentum equation in the axial direction with some 
geometrical and reference coordinate transformation and solved simul-
taneously with the combined viscid ~nd inviscid continuity equation 
between the cross section of separation corner 2 and a downstream 
cross section 3,. for the mass passing along the annular stream tube 
bounded by streamline j. and a 0 la:rge value of ~IR (= 3), where subscript 
IR refers to the streamline far away-from the mixing region, i.e. 
undisturbed region. 
and these integrals are functions of. C~a and the working curves of 
these are shown in Zumwalt Ph,D, dissertation. (2), 
The subscript "awv denotes flow adjacent to the mixing region in 
9 
the base with pressure rise condition, .Noting that r is the radius of 
the mixing region in the above equation and if r approaches infinity, 
the solution will reduce to the two-dimensional case, 
In short, Zurowalt's conical flow analysis rests on a fairly 
solid foundation as the model used nearly conforms to reality and 
analysi,3 stems from basic flow. laws and mixing theory rather than being 
simply a data correlation technique, as is done in other recent axi-
symmetric methods (3), 
Unfortunately, however, this method is lengthy and tedious due 
to the complexity of the above stated equation and the need for several 
integral function curves, Furthermore, a set of solutions of flow past 
conical boat tails is required to furnish the information for the 
inviscid jet boundary flow conditions, That is, values of P2 /P3 and 
c3a/c2a on conetails are required for various radius rand cone angles 
8 for different approaching Mach numbers or Crocco numbers, To 
eliminate th~s latter requirement, an empirical equation (6) has been 
obtained: 
0,209(1-r/R) 
e 
(Eq, 3) 
whe:re M2a denotes Mach number after Prandtl Meyer expansion and M3a 
denotes the ~ach number before the oblique shock recornpression" 
All axi~symmetric flow field theory becomes invalid on the center 
line where flows converge and axi~symmetric base pressure theory. behaves 
likewise, The mathemi;itical difficulties occurred in treating the flow 
field of an axisymrnetric body with abru.ptly reduced base can be re.adily 
10 
solved by using an imaginary concentric cylindrical extension shown in 
. :Figµl'.'e 2. Ln developing conical pressure theory for this new· flow model, 
forturi.afely, it was found that base pressure remained almost constant 
when the radius ratio r /R becomes smaller than O ,4 ~and this prediction 
satisfactorily agrees with experiment (3), .Therefore, the theory 
which assume a small concentric cylindrical extension on the base is 
sµfficiently accurate to be used to determine the base pressure of an 
axi-symmetric blunt body, 
This conical pressure rise ~heory for separated flows has been 
utilized to calculate the axirsymmetric body base pressure (6), 
In order to check the theory.with some published experimental 
data,.some typical solutions for steady state flow have been calculated 
for M1 "'1.5, 2,0, 4,0 and 5,0, From the results of calculation, curves 
of pressure ratio Pb/P 1 versus radius ratio r/R have been plotted with 
Mach number as parameter, This is shown in Figure 4, 
C. Base Pressure with Maas Addition into the Wake 
1. Basic Description 
Puplication of blast waves of the magnitude of those produced by 
nuclear blasts is impossible without actual atmospheric explosions, 
Therefore, in the prediction of blast wave effect on missile base 
pressure we use mass bleeding from the base into the wake to substitute 
for the effects which are produced by the actual explosions, This leads 
to the establishing of the interactions between mass addition into the 
wake and base pressure variations, and for an approximate analysis, it 
is treated under a quasi-steady condition, In blast wave interactions, 
as a matter of fact, it is a highly transient problem. 
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To consider the blast-wave·effect:on base-pressure,.we note the 
' 
. wave,, ,which ·is a norm~l -s·hock, 'passing the bedy ·with transien_t. condi-
tions following -the shock, -i.e •. pr~ssure vari.es after -the-· passing.' of 
· wave. In -this flow cif transient na,ture~. a_ certain amount of mass 'WLU 
flow into or out of the··wake , or dead air region· ta adjust· the, base 
·pressure te tend toward a ste,':ldy state or -- staple· c,1;,ndition. - .. Thus, , it 
can be readily seen that· pa,rt ,ot the c·cmical surface ha1:1 an· ejecting 
_ effect during, the period. ~fter · the -blast .-wave pass.age!' 
The change-in pressure-dueto,mass exchange.may be augmented or 
· opposed 1?-y the gradual.ly ·decreasing·: pressure in -- the arn:bi:ent -stream. 
Thus the base -·pressure does not -stay unchan~ed, ._ due to -the difference 
between th_e. stable value- in· equili,briuin .cend'itien and, tr,e value inst;:an~ 
taneously ;i.n -the transient::· pressure 'field. 
; 
It: -was"'desired,.·tdi,.obtaitl. :,value.suof ·the effective badhi:§1 rati(:) ,- :r /R, 
. for· jet '.pump.iilgnactfoh:'·.of 'th§ mixi'J}.g :-ration~:··- These v:~hies. were'·'eXpected 
to. depend 0+;1 :M1:.and on :thecrate,,of ma13s>s1dditicm •. The- later can be 
expressed as a. dimensi.onless · bleed; rate}{,, defined as: 
[;; 
;C ,, 
substituting 
' ---o 
R = 0 53. 3 --. ft~lbf/lbio."" _,R 
-g =·32. 2 
-c . ' lb ·ft/ sec
21bf 
-m 
'k -= ,f.4 yields 
(Eq. 4) . 
I 
':i 
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for calculating base pressures, an experimental jet spreading 
.para~eter, S-, is required and.is suggested b~ Tripp (7) as 
Q = 12 + 2. 758 :M2 . a 
w'pere M2i:l denot;es the Mach ntllllber of the free stream adjacent to the jet 
miX,:i,ng ~egion. It has been shown by Maydew and Reed. (8), and by,ZtUDwalt 
and Chdaman (9) thf!t this linear relation has underestimated G'" values 
for: higher supersonic .flows. ,An tentative empirical equation has been 
suggested by ZlUDwalt and Tang (10) as 
G"" = 47.1 cr2 
2 for 1,22< Mi<5 f 
. 2, . Mass Transfer 0£ a, Conical Wake 
(Eq, 5) 
To d,e:r;i.ve an expression for mass addition rate Gd,. Tang (11) has 
~uperimp9sed ~orst's mixing theory and Zi..nnwalt's conical wake analysis 
with agqitiqnal consideration of conservation of mass. ·Eis approach 
can be deseribed briefly as· follows: 
':t'ne tnBSf:! flow rate between· streamline 1 i and ~~ can be expressed 
.in differential form as 
dm = d(J'uA) 
lntegra.t;i;p.g this from ~j .to 'ld' it is seen that if mass h fed into the 
wake. thro1,1gh the mixing region,. streamline j has a lower velocity than 
-streamline d and vice versa. for the bleeding-out case, Figure 5, yields 
the mas1;1 
whe;re 
Using 
addition rate, 'l',1 
Gd =Ji u21f RdY 
y. 
cl" 
R = r + Y cos 6 
dY = dR/ cos e 
and 
Figure 5, Mass Added to the Wake 
and int;i;-odl.lcing dimensionless shift y .of actual coordinates (x, y) 
m 
I 
from. the coo:t'dinates for an inviscid jet (X., Y), (13), . to get intrinsic 
c:;~~n:d;i,.nates x~ y, the above expression is transformed as, 
14 
for constapt pressµre across mixing region? 
and 'f = 
·· ijolv:tng for ~I'll by the momentum equation :i,n a form s;imi,lar to that j~st 
. wr:i,tten ;fot the cont~n1,1ity equation, ~l'h.can be el,iminated, · ':('his result 
ts, Ci.- ;:;IT(~ 5'3,,. UJ.o. ( 1 - c~) Co6 e~ Jd-J,j)-8 n.d-L;J J 
where: ~ · 
r,-J ,-r~f~ J~ 
-oO 
is~ntrop:i,c relationships and the definition of'Mach number; 
t.-(1 + £~ M;J~ 
-L. / l-( 1 + J,.2.1 M:.) "-
~ 
:x:~=- ~e 13~ 
rinally, we obtain the·form 
15 
16 
I K .;a;;;= (Ji:q, 7) 
and it is d~termi.ned by M3a and prorerties of the flowing gas. 
CHAPTER III 
CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE JET PUMPING SURFACE WITH 
MASS ADDJ;TION INTO THE WAKE 
The aim of this i:;alculat:ion is to evah,1ate the relation between 
raqius ratio r/R ani;l d.imensionless mass bleeding J;"ate }{ p 'J;'his wUl be 
dcme by use of a relat;i.on 1:>etween pb/p1 and }{ which can be ;found from 
t;;h~ res1.rll: of the Sandi~ Corporation experiments, In tp.!;:! following 
calculation and tests, M1 = 2 is used, and the corresponding Prandtl-
Meyer turP.ing angle,7/, is 26.38° and pressure ratio P/P0 :is 0.1278, 
The f~llowing steps shows the calculation procedure 1 
A, :Fen,, 1;1ny value of pb/pl,. noting that pb/p1 = P/Pi, we randomly 
seleqt a value of r/R, This represents the radius at which the pumping 
actiqp of the jet mixing 9urface ceases. 
:a, From value of pb/p1 , the foll'owing values can be calculated or 
determined in seqµenc~ ; 
Pz/p = (p 1/p ) X (p2/p 1)~ since p = p Oz 01 01 Oz 
2 '. l'iza cap. be foµnd by knowing P/P 02 , also 
3. 
4, 
5. 
6. 
c. 
C 2a ~ rMi/ (5 + M;a) 
9 = i{-v, 
cote I sine- and tan8 
Gal.culate ~·~a by the relation 
M2a 
~3a"" 0,209(1 ~· r/R) ' 
e 
and 
spreading parameter (;'3a by the relation 
2 S3 = 47 .1 x G~ 
· · a Ja 
:0. Q~lculi:ite o:r;- determine the :f;ollowing items: 
1 , 11\ PY Eq. 7 
~. f ~ t;h:r:ou,gh C/C2, c~, and [s-3 tane)Y(r\~. ,.. 1J2 f:t;-om computation 
curves (6), 
I, 
· 3. Jl, by Eq .. , 2 '. ot comput~t ion curves (6)) } 
E. 
i. Calcuhte Cd by 
c2 
d 
2, Calcµlat;:e fJ. j:>y 
fa= Cd/C3a 
3. 2 i;>etemi.ae the values o:f; Jld and Ild through c3a -and fd fl;-om 
Reference {~). 
(13) 
18 
• F, Substitute the above related items into 
G: iE ( of(g ~1:,e- r i!..[c I J, ) (I T ~ }(= l,o~~ fc A zi -- • 52-  ( I ~R"7 -11d-;- rj- -B fd-.-Jr} 
. 0 b ,~ . 
8f 1djusting r/R value, a trial and error method is used to obtain a 
proper r:/R which y;i.elds the same}{ as obtained by experiment for the 
sa~e base pressure ratio, pb/p 1 , 
G. By repeating the same procedure we can construct a curve showing 
the relation between r/R and}{, as well as pb/p 1 , for a given M1 • 
. CaAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS 1 OF EXPERI~NTAL DATA 
A. E~p~rimental Equipment 
'J;'o evaluate experimentally the ef;fective jet pumping surface, 
person,riw. at Oklahoma State University desig1;u~d a test cl,evice and requested 
S~ndia Qc;,rpo:i:'fl.tion to construct thii:; and conduct a test program .. (13). 
The bc:tlities developed by Sand:i,a Corporation for this experiment 
coq.sists o;f:: 
.l. A npzzle plemun chamber whicq contains a 685,6 cu. in, {ins:i,de volume) 
conc~ntic iµner chamber. 
2 .. A ~ch 2,0 annular nozzle :i,n wh:i,ch is mounted a 2,123 in·O.D, tube, 
eixt~1:1,c;ling ;from the i;,;mer chamber, that s:i,mulates a circular body of 
revqlu~ion having a flat base. 
3. A diffuser to enable the nozzle to opet"ate at :Mach 2.0 using lower 
stagnation pressures, and thereby gaining longer running times from a 
stored a:i,r supply. 
Related facU:ities werl;! developed to provide several flow ratE;is 
through the center tube. A metering nozzle connected to the inner 
chamber could be opened to a vacuum source or to atmospheric pressure. 
'J;'he equi1;nnent anq test installat:ion are shown, in Figure (6), 
B. ~~periwental Program 
'.l'he experimental program was divided into two phases: calibit"ation 
19 
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and ~t~a~y stat~. Fhase 1 was to calibrate the Mach 2.0 nozzle with 
the center tube, A·static pressure port at the nozzle exit, and a rake 
· with. 4 total head probes were used to determine Mach number and Mach 
'.t3ase preflsure was measured by a pressure transducer located in 
the inner tank chamber. 
P.hase Z was to determ~ne the effect on base pressure when metered 
flows are bled into or out of the center tube, 
1. :&lefl;!d,,.tn: the tank chambel;' is vented to a vacuum source th:i;-ough 
a rneter:lng nc;,zzle type orifice. Three orifices were selected with d;i.amr 
eters of 0~625, Q,875 and 1,5 inches to allow mass flows through the 
. center tube of approximately 0,0184, 0,0249 and 0,0318 lb,/sec reip•citively. 
m 
2. Blee(i ... i:;,ut: the tank chamber is vented to a~bient pressure (aJ?prox-
iiµately 12,06 psia> through similar type mete:i;-ing nozzles, The orifice 
diameters selected for this part are; 0,625, 0.875, 1.000,and 1~125 
inches to a~low mass flows out of the center tube of app:i;-oximately 
0,083, 0,1634, 0.2171, and 0.2735 lb-nifsec resl?ectively. 
l'he flow rates were computed assuming sonic flow through the orifices 
w;i.th no l<;>sses throughout: the system; 
(12) 
k 1,4 
32.2 2 ' g ' = lbmft/~ec lbf 
.C 
R = 53.3 ft ... lbf/lbm-0 R 
which :reduces to 
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A typical phase 2 test run consisted of establishing Mach 2.0 flow 
past the center tube exit, and then opening a quick-acting valve to 
allow flow in or flow out of the center tube. When tank chamber pressure 
and base pressure reached equilibrium, data were taken. Base pressure 
was det~rmined from a wafer gage (pressure transducer) located just 
inside the cent~r tube exit. 
Test data from the two phases were recorded on IBM punch cards and 
tabulated. 
C. Pata Analysis 
1. Calibration Test 
(Samples are chosen randomly from 15 runs.) 
Run No. ii. 2 15 
Pox 49.89 39 . 66 49.73 
.l\t P, 6.23 4.892 6.562 
Position P/Pox 0.1249 0.1233 0.132 
3 M3 2.014 2,023 1.985 
At POVLi. 35.59 28.34 35.79 
Position Poy/Pox 0.7134 0.7145 0.7197 
4 M4 2.016 2·.014 2;002 
At Poyc; 35 ,56 28.32 35.67 
Po~ition Poy51Pox 0 .7128 0.7141 0. 7173 
5 MS 2.017 2.015 2,008 
At Poyk J.5 . 79 28.49 35 . 91 
Position Poy/Pox 0.7175 0.7184 0. 7221 
6 M6 2.007 2.005 1. 997 
At Poy7 35.90 28.50 35.83 
Position Poy/Pox 0 . 7190 0. 7186 0. 7205 
7 M7 2.014 2 .023 1.985 
The average Mach No. is 2.003 and the corresponding p/p is 0 . 127 . 
The positions are shown in Figure 6. 0 
:23 
2. Steady Bleeding Tetts : \ • ! ~ 
Vented to Atmosphere Vented to Vacuum .. 
Run No. 20 21. 22 .'.23 .. ~4 · 25 26 
Orifice· Pia. (in.) 0.625 0.875 1.000 1.125 0.625 0,875 1.5 
A* (sq. in.) 0.3066 0.6010 0,7850 0 . 9935 0,3066 0 , 6010 1. 7660 
0-:: ('?R)~ 23.7 23 , 6 23 ,2 23 ,l . 23,05 23 .10 23 . 10 
Po (psia) 12 , 06 12,06 12 , 06 12.03 2 , 60 1,803 0 , 782 
m = 0. 532 A'*po( l_bin) 0.0830 0 . 1634 0.2171 0.2753 -0 .0184 -0.0249 -.:.0 , 0318 [In sec 
A1--, (sq. in.) 3 , 538 3,538 3 . 538 3 , 538 3,538 3 , 538 .3 , 538 
Po~ (psia) 50 . 15 49 . 7.7 50 ,12 50 . 10 50 , 07 50 , 13 50.12 I 
J{ 1n ff., F5_ 
- foAb 't~ 0,0121 0 , 0238 0,0309 0 , 0391 -0 . 0026 -0 . 0035 -0 , 0045 
P ... (psia) 5.227 6 . 132 6 ,418 6.939 2.600 1 , 802 0.782 
i>, (psic1) . 6 . 369 6.321 6.365 6 . 363 6.359 6.397 6.365 
i\ Ii\ 0 . 787 0 . 909 0,941 .1.005 0 . 388 0 . 266 0 , 104 
Calculated . 0,82 0.90 0 , 09 0 . 90 0.385 0 . 27 0 . 20 
r IR~. (from Fiii'. 8) 
Results of pb/p1 and . r/R versu~J-{are plotted in Figure 7 . 
The average of no-bleed data yields pb/p1 = 0. 565, while Zumwald s 
theoretical solution is 0.58 (6). 
The calculated results of mass bleed rate versus effective pumpi~g 
rad i us ratio are plotted in Figttre 8 , An equa t i on can be writte::11 
approxima ting the linear s ect i o~ of t he c~r ve : 
r /R ,:: O. 55 + 77 . 5 J-( (Eq . 8) 
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,CHAPTER V 
·cONCLUSIONS AND.RECOMMENDATIONS 
Behe:i,m (3) concluded that the portion of the cone surface with 
radius ratio .about r/R>0.5 is actually effective for jet pumping. 
This value of r/R .::: 0.5 satisfactorily agress·with,Zumwalt's steady, 
non-bleed axi-symmetric s·olution for M = ,2. . However, this value becomes 
invalid for mass-bleed cases. 
In this paper, basing ow Zumwalt us conical wake flow model, Tang I s. 
modification for mass bleeding and,Sandia 1 s experimental data, the 
final conclusion achieved is that the effective pumping surface radius 
linearly varies with the amount of mass. This resu-it has been shown in 
Equation (8) and plotted in Figure 8. An equation was derived for the 
linear portion of the curve: r/R = O. 55 + 77. 5 J-f . 
The validity of Equation. (8) for Mach numbers other than two is 
still questionable. Therefore it is suggested that more experiment,s 
be·performed to determine the interaction between effective pumping 
surface and mass bleeding under there conditions. In fact, the.Mach 
number varies rapidly under transient flow c·ondition, such as the case 
where blast waves pass a re-entry missile. Thus, more experiments for 
different Mach numbers are duly required to obtain more necessary 
information in the exploritation of this field. 
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